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Co-operation
kept us vital
The year 2020 got underway with a flurry of activity at
Heureka: January was our all-time most active month
of public success, and February was the second most
active period. Heureka’s longest running dinosaur exhibition was open for its final weeks. The public was
thrilled with the Giant Dinosaurs exhibition, and its
ambitiously realised content and staging received the
acclaim and recognition it deserved.
In early March, the coronavirus situation quickly worsened throughout Europe. On Thursday, 12 March 2020,
the Government held a news conference concerning
the actions planned to prevent the spread of the virus.
In connection with that event, we made the responsible decision to close Heureka already that weekend. On
Monday, 16 March 2020, the extensive restrictions went
into effect and were expected to last until the end of
May. The situation was shadowed by uncertainty.
All of the reservations, events and exhibition openings
planned for the spring were either cancelled or postponed until a later date. The summer science camps were
also cancelled. Personnel were laid off. At the same time,
we sought alternative ways to fulfil Heureka’s mission.
All our digital learning materials were compiled and
made easily accessible on Heureka’s website, and new
productions were also published. The Heureka Pitch Test
attracted nearly 40,000 users in just a few weeks.
The creativity of Heureka’s personnel flourished even
though the doors were closed to the public. The pandemic caused delays in goods deliveries and hampered
communications, but the exhibition production stayed
on track. Meetings and negotiations were held digitally.
During the year, the online sales of Heureka Shop tripled. The biggest digital leap was made by the science
camp team, which was not content with the cancellation of the summer camps and wanted to try implementing them online. Despite the brief preparatory
period, the digital implementation worked wonderfully and, through the experience, we gained knowledge
about the many possibilities offered by online camps.
Heureka reopened its doors on 10 June 2020 with special arrangements to safeguard the safety of our visitors.
The number of visitors was limited, at the beginning, to
500 persons per day and, in July, that limit was raised
to 750. Visitors were reminded to observe good hand
hygiene and safe distancing. Hand sanitizer dispensers

were added, and public areas were treated with a photocatalysis coating that kills bacteria and viruses. The
public appreciated the measures, and starting from
Midsummer, the number of visitors during the summer season returned to normal.
From the beginning of July, we joined the Museum
Card system, which expanded the customer base of
the science centre. Cardholders generally include those
over the age of 55 and young adults, who are typically
under-represented groups at Heureka. According to
our surveys, in 2018, only around 2% of Heureka’s visitors had a Museum Card, but after joining the system,
more than 20% of our visitors visit Heureka using the
card. The success of the card and innovative marketing have modernised the public’s idea about museums,
and Heureka’s entry into the system has accelerated this
positive development.
Even though the second wave of the pandemic forced us
to close again on 30 November 2020 and remain closed
into the next year, we have, for the time being, managed to hold our own. The financial result was slightly
on the positive side, despite the fact that we were closed
for one third of the year. Our personnel deserve thanks
for adapting to the difficult decisions that needed to be
made within a challenging situation and for retaining
their creativity, their joy in their work and a good team
spirit. This was reflected in the occupational health survey carried out among personnel during the autumn.
Warm thanks to Tapio Koivu, who left Heureka to become Vice Rector of the University of Oulu. He left a
well-run establishment that was effortless to step into as
the next CEO. Heureka’s success is guaranteed by our
competent personnel as well as the trust placed in us by
our visitors, our stakeholders and our partners, thanks
to Tapio’s consistent and successful leadership.
The most recent honour bestowed on Heureka was the
long-term funding provided by the Strategic Research
Council as support for our project to foster Finnish science capital. Over the next six years, we can, together
with our university partners and the newly established
Finnish Science Center Association, consider and find
ways to reach more people to experience, learn and enjoy the world of science.

Mikko Myllykoski, CEO
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Heureka’s visitors
In 2020, Heureka had a total of 165,428 visitors. During the exceptional year brought on by the coronavirus
pandemic, Heureka was forced to close for a total of 119
days, 88 during the spring (14 March–10 June, 2020)
and 31 days at the end of the year (30 November–31
December, 2020). The shutdown continued into 2021.
Heureka’s outreach activities, which took place outside of the science centre itself, attracted nearly 10,000
people to enjoy Heureka experiences. The number of
those who tested Heureka’s digital experiences, which
were created and shared online during the corona
year, reached in the tens of thousands.
The majority of Heureka’s visitors are families and
groups, who visit the science centre during their free
time, primarily on the weekends and during school
holidays. During a normal year, about 50,000 of Heureka’s visitors represent groups from comprehensive
schools and other educational institutes, whose visits take place on weekdays during the school year. In
2020, visitors representing these groups totalled only

13,644. The number was greatly affected by the loss of
the class trip season in the spring, since Heureka was
closed at the time.
On 1 July 2020, Heureka joined the list of Museum
Card destinations. From that moment on, more than
20% of Heureka’s visitors visited using the Museum
Card. The Museum Card expanded Heureka’s visitor
base, since the cardholders were primarily those over
the age of 55 and young adults, who have traditionally
been under-represented groups at Heureka.
Despite the impact of the corona year, Heureka retained its position among the top recreational centres in Finland according to the annual study on the
company image of recreational centres conducted by
Taloustutkimus Oy. When calculating all the image
factors rated in the study, Heureka was number one
among the 30 attractions in the study, and the centre
received the third-best overall rating. According to
the study, Heureka is the place the public would most
like to visit during the next year.

Visitors to Heureka in 2017–2020
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Number of visitors in 1989–2020
In terms of its number of visitors, Heureka is among Finland’s most popular cultural destinations. When the science
centre was in the planning phase in the 1980s, the number of visitors per year was estimated to be 250,000. The longterm average has risen slightly higher than predicted, to a total of nearly 280,000 visitors per year. The annual number
of visitors varies from year to year quite significantly depending on, for example, the range of exhibitions offered by
Heureka and its competitors as well as the economic situation, which has an impact on the demand and consumer
decisions of different visitor groups. The number of visitors in 2020 remained low due to the pandemic.
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Heureka opened its doors to the public in April 1989.
Since then, Heureka’s exhibitions have been seen
at Heureka by more than 8.9 million visitors.
When expanded to include those who have
seen Heureka’s exhibitions on display
elsewhere in the world, the figure
rises to 28.8 million.
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Number of visitors to Heureka in 1989-2020. The threshold of 400,000 visitors has only been exceeded four
times in Heureka’s history: during its opening year in 1989 and in connection with the exceptionally successful

Elsewhere
19 886 208

At Heureka
8 906 268

Total 28 792 476

exhibitions in 2001 Family Life of the Dinosaurs, in 2013 Body Worlds and in 2019 The Giant Dinosaurs.
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Exhibitions and
exhibition projects
During 2020, three new interactive and experiential
exhibitions were opened at Heureka – Wild Wild
Wood, focusing on the special properties of wood, The
Secret of the Gut, which examines the importance of
the microbes in our gut to our own well-being, and
the From Field to Space exhibition presenting modern
agriculture, on display in Heureka’s Event Square. Additionally, the attractions of Science Park Galilei were
supplemented with new exhibits.

Of those exhibitions that were opened earlier, the
highly popular Giant Dinosaurs remained open until
mid-March and the Mind Your Brain! exhibition until
September.
Additionally, Heureka’s range of exhibitions included
the Heureka Classics, which examine various phenomena in the fields of physics and perceptual psychology, as well as the theme exhibitions in the main
exhibition area, including Circular Factory, Intelligent
City, Electri City, Wind in the Bowels, About a Coin
and Science On a Sphere.

Wild Wild Wood
10 Jun. 2020 – 18 Sep. 2022
The multisensory and experiential Wild Wild Wood exhibition opened at Heureka after the initial corona shutdown. The exhibition demonstrates the many properties of wood and explores the possibilities for its use in building the societies of the future.
This interactive and visually strong exhibition enables the visitor to learn about traditional and modern technologies for working on wood, the significance of forests and wooden products in terms of climate change mitigation
and the versatile properties of wood when used in products and building.
The main co-operative partner for this exhibition, produced by Heureka, is the Wood Building Programme of the
Ministry of the Environment. Other contributors include the Federation of the Finnish Woodworking Industries,
the Finnish Forest Foundation, Metsä Wood, Stora Enso, UPM Plywood, Isku, Novart and Versowood.

66 559 visitors during 2020 | 385 visitors/day
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From Field to Space
10 Jun. 2020 – 4 Oct. 2020
The Event Square featured a small exhibition showcasing modern grain and milk production. The exhibition
was created and built by the Kuopio-based Fantasia
Works based on the content plan provided by Heureka.
The co-operative partners for the exhibition included
Vaasan Oy, Valio Oy, Finnish Society for Food Education (Ruukku), Lantmännen Agro, Natural Resources
Institute Finland (Luke), Kotitalousopettajien liitto
(Union of Home Economics Teachers), ProAgria, ELO
Foundation for the Promotion of Finnish Food Culture
and Lantmännen Unibake.

48 320 visitors while on display | 413 visitors/day

The Secret of the Gut
10 Oct. 2020 – 24 Oct. 2021
The Secret of the Gut exhibition is based on the internationally successful nonfiction book ‘Gut: The Inside Story of
our Body’s Most Underrated Organ’, written by the German author Giulia Enders and illustrated by her sister, Jill Enders.
The exhibition showcases the function of the gut, particularly its microbiota and helps visitors to understand how this
information can be used to improve our health. The exhibition is divided into three parts: A tour of our digestion,
Microbiota in the limelight and Gut health. The exhibition gives visitors the opportunity, among other things, to locate
their own digestive organs by looking in a mirror, to see an actual plastinated digestive tract, to learn how to sit on a
toilet seat in the optimal way in terms of bowel function and to observe the composition of faeces.
The exhibition was produced by La Cité des Sciences et de l’Industrie in Paris in collaboration with Heureka and Pavilhão
do Conhecimento in Lisbon. Prior to being on display at Heureka, the exhibition was presented in Paris and Lisbon. Biocodex Oy, which sponsored the exhibition in both France and Portugal also serves as a sponsor during its time in Finland.

18 308 visitors during 2020 | 358 visitors/day
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Mind Your Brain!

Upcoming exhibitions in the planning

Oct. 2018 – 6 Sep. 2020
Once the exhibition closed, it was dismantled for international export. The exhibition, realised through
co-operation with the Finnish Brain Association, illustrated ways to take care of your brain.
In this fun and interactive exhibition, different games
and tasks that challenge the brain were solved in small
groups. The key messages of the exhibition were that
each of us has the opportunity to affect our own brain
and that brain health is essential to our vitality.

598 439 visitors while on display | 988 visitors/day

Natural disasters and resilience
The planning for an exhibition on natural disasters
and resilience continued during 2020. The exhibition integrates immersive spaces and interaction as
a means of demonstrating the catastrophic impacts
caused by the interaction of humans and the extreme
forces of nature, preparations to deal with them and
ways to survive them on both a community and individual level.
The exhibition is being produced through co-operation between Bordos Art Works, Finnish Red Cross
and the Hanken School of Economics. The project
is supported by the Maa- ja vesitekniikan tuki association, the National Emergency Supply Agency and
the Finnish National Rescue Association SPEK. Additionally, the Jenny and Antti Wihuri Foundation has
provided a grant for the realisation of the programme
Natural disasters and resilience.
The exhibition will open in the autumn of 2021.

Artificial intelligence and robotics

The Giant Dinosaurs
2 Feb. 2019 – 13 Mar. 2020
The Giant Dinosaurs exhibition, which attracted a record-high number of visitors, was based on the co-operation
between Heureka and the internationally well-known dinosaur expert, Don Lessem. The dinosaur robots, fossil
replicas and genuine fossils displayed for the exhibition were rented from Lessem’s company Dinodon Inc. Heureka was responsible for the virtual and physical landscape and structures around the robots and exhibits as well as
for the scientific content of the exhibition.
The visually impressive exhibition provided visitors with the opportunity to experience the size of some of the largest dinosaurs and to learn why they developed to be the size they were. The exhibition also highlighted different
palaeontological research methods and showed how dinosaurs are still present today. The exhibition texts were
also displayed in easy Finnish, which earned Heureka an honourable mention in the ‘Annual easy-to-understand
award’ competition conducted by the Finnish Centre for Easy Language during 2019.

The exhibition project progressed to the planning of
the exhibition concept and experience. The exhibition
deals with, on the individual level, the interaction
between humans and intelligent machines operated
by artificial intelligence, in other words, robots, and,
more broadly, with the social impacts resulting from
the development of artificial intelligence. The exhibition will replace the currently displayed Intelligent
City and About a Coin exhibitions. The partners for
this exhibition project and its related impact programme include multiple experts in artificial intelligence and robotics as well as leading organisations in
the field of technology.
The exhibition will open in April 2022.

New additions to
the main exhibition
New content is being planned for the Science on a
Sphere exhibit in co-operation with Vaisala Oy. The
new content will be presented in 2021.
A new Fossil-free Finland exhibit is being planned for
the Electri City exhibition through co-operation with
the Finnish Association of Electrical Safety (STEK).
The exhibit will offer visitors the chance to see how
Finland’s energy production could be changed to
eliminate the need for fossil fuels.

Childrens’ Heureka – Play and Move
The aim is to create an exhibition that enables young
visitors and their families to gain science-based insights through play and movement.

Journey to space
Heureka has initiated the planning for its first space
exhibition that will be produced by Heureka. The exhibition, which utilises the results of space research
and the possibilities of space technologies, is planned
to be implemented through co-operation with Finnish and international experts in space technologies
and research as well as with companies and organisations within the field.

Musta tuntuu... - A sculpture for
Heureka’s entrance
Heureka and the Finnish Association of Electrical
Safety (STEK) held an idea competition for an electricity-inspired work. The winning idea was submitted by Architect Pentti Kareoja and Sculptor/Graphic
Designer Aimo Katajamäki. The competition was
held in honour of Heureka’s 30th anniversary and
generated 65 different ideas. The planning for the implementation of the work will continue during 2021.

491 123 visitors while on display | 1 213 visitors/day
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Planetarium programme
The planetarium features three films for visitors over
the age of five. In 2020, Heureka’s planetarium films
were viewed by 66,171 visitors, which is an average
of 39 visitors per showing. To ensure a safe planetarium experience during the corona year, the number of
available seats was reduced at the start of June from
135 to 63.
The programme continued to feature the film The
Sun: Our Living Star, produced by the European
Southern Observatory (ESO) and launched at the end
of 2019. The film takes an in-depth look at, among
other things, the impacts of the Sun’s energy on the
physiological phenomena and life on Earth.
Two of the planetarium films were changed during
2020. Beyond the Sun premiered in June and replaced
the film Incoming!, which had been part of the planetarium programme since 2018. Beyond the Sun is an

animated film for all ages about exoplanets and related research.
On the autumnal equinox, 22 September 2020, the
programme was enriched with the addition of the Aurora (Áróra) film produced for the Perlan Planetarium
in Reykjavik. The film replaced the earlier Embrace of
the Ocean film. Aurora combines space science, art
and folklore to explore the northern lights as a physical phenomenon and their folkloristic interpretation.
Starting in September, The Secret World of Moths returned to the programme as the final film shown on
Thursday nights. Additionally, the Phantom of the
Universe film made a return for presentation at the
Space theme weeks for school groups and during the
Space Weekend event designed for families. The Sun:
Our Living Star was shown at the Beer and Science
evening event for adults.

Planetarium films, visitors and showings 2020
Shows
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(1 Jan. – 31 Dec.)
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The Embrace of
the Ocean
(1 Jan. – 21 Sep.)

390
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565

23 736

355
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Áróra (Aurora)
(22 Sep. –31 Dec.)
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The Secret World
of Moths
(24 Sep. – 31 Dec.)

8
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The Sun,
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(1 Jan. – 31 Dec.)
Beyond the Sun
(10 Jun. – 31 Dec.)
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Universe (Space theme
weeks 3 –14 Feb.)
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Visitors in total: 66 171 | Shows in total: 1 698 | Visitors per show on average: 39
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Events
Heureka’s events enhance and enrich the science centre’s exhibitions, highlight current themes and attract
new visitors to experience various fields of science. The
events create encounters, expand visitors’ understanding of different topics and inspire interest in science.
At Heureka’s events, science discoveries are created
through new, memorable and open-minded ways to
inspire positive visitor experiences. Together with its
many partners, Heureka organises events for families,
school groups, students, teachers and adults.
Annually, an average of 12 events and 2–3 teachers’
evenings are held at Heureka. All events designed for
families and school groups include an experimental
programme and related activities: building workshops,
laboratory and workshop programme, Science Theatre
and Science On a Sphere shows, quizzes, information
and exploration stands presented by our partners, and
encounters with experts. Annually, Heureka hosts 2–3

events for adults only. The most popular of these events
have been those with Halloween and Valentine’s Day
themes. Evening events for teachers are organised in
connection with new exhibitions and projects.
Due to the impact of the coronavirus pandemic, the
majority of the events planned for 2020, including the
already traditional Children’s Medical Day and Halloween-themed adults’ event, were postponed to be held at
a later date. During early 2020, it was only possible to
organise the Space theme weeks for school groups and
the Space Weekend for families as well as the Electricity
Day organised together with the Finnish Association of
Electrical Safety (STEK). During the autumn, Heureka
hosted the opening event for the Secret of the Gut exhibition, an early childhood education evening and a Teachers’ evening related to the Secret of the Gut exhibition.

Learning programmes
and materials
Heureka’s learning programmes are multidisciplinary,
inspired by different areas of science and intended as
functional services that enhance the science centre
experience. The programmes encourage children and
youth to get interested in STEAM subjects (Science,
Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics). They
develop working life and interaction skills as well as inspire creative problem-solving.

tion exercises. The materials serve as an introduction
to exhibition themes and enhance the visit of school
groups to Heureka by providing them with tasks for
before, after or during their visit. All learning materials
are phenomenon-based and experiential, and they are
based on a multidisciplinary and comprehensive perspective. The materials are produced through co-operation with our impact programme partners.

The programmes are led by Heureka’s inspirers within a
diverse learning environment: laboratories, workshops,
etc. The programmes can be booked in advance by
schools as well as companies. The programmes are also
presented to the public on the weekends, evenings and
during holidays. The mobile Pop-up Heureka and other
outreach activities help the impact of Heureka’s learning
programmes to extend beyond the walls of the science
centre. During 2020, altogether 34 new learning programmes were produced for use in connection with the
online science camps, events, science clubs and Science
Sponsor class visits.

During 2020, Heureka offered online in-depth learning
materials and tasks for all the temporary exhibitions on
display as well as for the Wind in the Bowels, About
a Coin, Electri City exhibitions and outdoor Bedrock
exhibition and the Trail of useful plants in Science Park
Galilei. Learning material modules, including practical
workshop instructions and more in-depth information
about the themes, were produced as part of Innovation path, GeeniUs, RePlay, ESERO and Helsinki Region Environmental Services Authority HSY’s circular
economy projects. Heureka responded to the increased
demand for digital content resulting from the corona
pandemic through its Trick Bank service, ESERO contents and multidisciplinary workshop instructions that
support self-guided, empirical learning.

Heureka’s learning materials support learning through
experiences, observations, consideration and applica-

Participants in pre-booked learning programmes for school groups during 2020
Joy of Air!
Colour Lab
State of Matter Laboratory
The Solar System
Taste Classes
Optics in Four Acts
Talking Head
The Sencing Brain
DNA Electrophoresis
Photosynthesis Laboratory
Measurement laboratory
Electrical Chain Reaction
Moon Cycle
0

225

450

675

900

Heureka’s learning programmes are provided in the form of pre-booked presentations, particularly for school groups. The programmes are also provided as public demonstrations that are open to all visitors. Examples of such programmes included so-called
walk-in programmes in our laboratories, which attracted about 8,700 visitors, science theatre presentations for about 7,000 visitors
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Giulia and Jill Enders, the author and illustrator of the bestselling book

and presentations held at the Science on a Sphere exhibit for about 2,250 visitors. The Basketball Rats were once again Heureka’s

‘Gut: The Inside Story of our Body’s Most Underrated Organ’, made an appearance at the

favourite public programme and were viewed by approximately 21,000 visitors.

press conference for the new exhibition on 9 October and at the opening ceremony on 10 October 2020.
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Idea Workshop

Projects that advance learning

The Idea Workshop was renewed during 2020 to update its content and comply with corona safety guidelines. The area was rearranged, and exhibits were
removed to provide the possibility to observe safe distancing. In June, the new Build a marble run exhibit
was taken into use. The activities were also developed
in terms of ecology and recyclability by reducing and
reusing materials.

Heureka participates in both national and international projects that advance learning, teaching and teacherhood.
With consideration for the needs and multidisciplinary competence required for future working life, the projects
create and share science education models and methods for teaching broad-based competencies and skills as well
as phenomenon-based approaches. During 2020, Heureka contributed to the following projects:

Through collaboration with the Idea Workshop partners, Sinelli and Partco (Elgood), workshops were
adapted during the corona year into online materials,
and the Halloween-themed haunted dollhouse, complete with automation and special effects, was implemented and on display at Heureka during November.

– ESERO, the European Space Education Resource Office project. A project funded by the Jenny and
Antti Wihuri Foundation and coordinated by the European Space Agency (ESA) that endeavours to increase
European-wide STEM competence by providing teachers with further education, events and learning materials.
– Project to establish operating models for building science capital. As part of the project funded by the
Finnish National Agency for Education, methods for building the science capital of Finnish children and young
people were created through piloting.
– Impact programme based on the science capital of the Finnish Science Center Association and funded by the
Ministry of Education and Culture.
– The GeeniUs project, funded by the Tieteen tiedotus ry aims to increase the public’s understanding of genetic
research and gene banks through learning materials, workshops and the Pop-up Heureka science show.
– The Finix project funded by the Academy of Finland involves Finnish researchers responding to the changes,
in terms of sustainability, required by the textile and fashion industry.
– RePlay project funded by the EU’s EIT RawMaterials. The project presents possibilities for recycling and
reutilising electronic waste through the kinetic sculpture, Scanner Orchestra, by Artist Marko Timlin, as well as
through learning materials and workshops.
– StarT project coordinated by LUMA Centre Finland.
– TuKoKe project coordinated by the Development Centre Opinkirjo and TEK – Academic Engineers and
Architects in Finland.

Heureka’s Science Camps and
Science Clubs
During the school holidays, Heureka organises multidisciplinary and experiential camps intended to inspire
young people to get excited about science and technology. During the winter holiday in 2020 (week 8), Heureka
organised two-day camps for those aged 7–12 years. The
summer science camps held at Heureka were cancelled
due to the coronavirus pandemic. In this exceptional situation, however, Heureka created a new online science
camp concept, which was piloted during the spring and
implemented at the start of the summer during weeks
23–26. During the autumn holiday weeks 42 and 43, the
successful online science camp concept was continued
with two theme camps: ‘Cells and States of Matter’ and
‘Chemistry and Art’. In connection with the online camps
held during the autumn holiday, Heureka created tool
kits that participants could purchase from Heureka Shop.
Heureka’s science club offers recreational activities for
those aged 7–12 on Thursday afternoons. The science
clubs bring children together to introduce them to
scientific phenomena, in an interactive environment,
through experimentation, observation, hands-on experiences, joy and discovery. During the spring, the
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science clubs were discontinued because of the corona pandemic, but they were able to start up again in
the autumn with additional safety precautions. The
last two autumn science clubs were, however, held remotely as the corona situation once again worsened.
Additionally, Heureka’s outreach science club was held
during the spring at Ylästö school in Vantaa.

Participants in the science camps
and clubs during 2020
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Science Camps
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at Heureka Science Camps
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Partners were significant
sponsors for school visits
During 2020, altogether 3,294 school and day-careaged children visited Heureka thanks to support provided by companies and foundations. These children
represented 24% of Heureka’s overall school group
visitors. Due to the shutdown caused by the coronavirus pandemic, some of the Science Sponsor class visits
that were scheduled for November–December had to
be postponed until 2021.
Altogether 50 Finnish-speaking class visits were sponsored by Vaasan Oy, 50 by the Henry Ford Foundation and 50 by the Finnish Association of Electrical
Safety (STEK). Additionally, the Swedish Cultural
Foundation in Finland provided the funding for 50
Swedish-speaking day-care groups and Stiftelsen Brita
Maria Renlunds minne for 20 Swedish-speaking classes. The sponsored visits included the round-trip transportation to and from Heureka, admission fees and a
workshop planned together with the sponsor.
The From Field to Table workshop, designed together
with Vaasan Oy, was linked with the From Field to Space
exhibition and was attended by 1,212 students. Altogeth-

er 640 students participated in the Välkky workshops
supported by the Henry Ford Foundation. A total of
1,048 students took part in the Electri City workshops
supported by STEK. Prior to the shutdown caused by
the pandemic, there was only time to realise a few daycare visits sponsored by the Swedish Cultural Foundation, so only 67 children had the opportunity to participate in the Colour Lab. In terms of the Science Day at
Heureka sponsored by Stiftelsen Brita Maria Renlunds
minne, there was only time for one reservation for 22
students to experience the State of Matter laboratory
programme and Joy of Air! science theatre show.
Additionally, at the start of the year, the Swedish
Cultural Foundation supported the visits of Pop-up
Heureka to ten Swedish-language schools in Ostrobothnia, for the enjoyment of 2,974 students. With
the support of the Finnish Association of Electrical
Safety (STEK), Heureka conducted a 10-day tour in
the Jyväskylä region, visiting seven schools either in
person or through streamed presentations for a total
of 2,972 students and teachers. Additionally, STEK
sponsored the admission and participation of 15
classes (326 students) in the electricity-related programming at the Electricity Day event on 23 January
2020 held at Heureka.

International Heureka
Heureka contributes to international science centre
co-operation in order to maintain the high standard
of its activities, to further develop the industry and to
promote the export of its exhibitions and services.
Heureka has been active in promoting international
co-operation in terms of exhibition production. The
objectives of joint production are to increase the resources for planning, to share the production costs
and to guarantee the broad international circulation
of the exhibition without any need for interim storage.
The Secret of the Gut exhibition, which opened at
Heureka on 10 October 2020, was created through
European co-operation with Ciência Viva in Lisbon
and La Cité des Sciences et de l’Industrie in Paris,
the latter of which had the primary responsibility for

production. The Heureka Goes Crazy exhibition, produced in 2014 through co-operation with these same
science centres, continued its North American tour
arranged by the Science Museum of Minnesota under
the name Mental Health: Mind Matters. The exhibition opened in October 2020 at Fort Collins Museum
of Discovery in Colorado.
Heureka is the national contact in Finland for the
Nordic ESERO (European Space Education Resource
Office) organisation funded by the ESA (European
Space Agency) as well as a representative on ESA’s Advisory Committee on Education.
Heureka is involved in the RePlay project related to
the recycling of electronic waste, funded by the European Institute of Innovation and Technology.

Heureka is a member of the following international co-operation organisations:
Association of Science-Technology Centers (ASTC)
EIT RawMaterials
European Network of Science Centres and Museums (ECSITE)
Nordic Science Center Association (NSCA)
The Asia Pacific Network of Science & Technology Centres (ASPAC)
International Council of Museums (ICOM)
Giant Screen Cinema Association (GSCA)
Euromax (Euroopan superelokuvaliitto)
International Planetarium Society (IPS)
Immersive Media Entertainment, Research, Science & Arts (IMERSA)
Nordisk planetariumforening (NPF)
European Science Events Association (Eusea)
Visitor Studies Association (VSA)

Heureka is a particularly active member within ASTC, ECSITE, ICOM and NSCF. Tapio Koivu, CEO of Heureka,
was a member of the Board and Treasurer for ECSITE until the end of May. After May, Mikko Myllykoski, the
new CEO, took over the Board position and also continued his task as chairman of the organisation’s annual conference programme committee. Carina Jaatinen, Head of Exhibitions, was a member of the Executive Board of
ICOM. Heli Ainoa, Director of Communication and Services, serves on NSCA’s Board of Directors.
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Personnel and
organisation

Organisations represented in
the Finnish Science Centre Foundation

At the end of 2020, the Finnish Science Centre Foundation had a staff of 65 (65 in 2019) full-time employees,
6 (10) fixed-term employees and 14 (23) part-time employees. The total number of person-years was 70 (77).
Additionally, several students and trainees and three
non-military servicemen also worked at Heureka during 2020. Personnel costs totalled 3.8 (4.8) million euro,
which accounted for 42% (42%) of the total costs. As a
result of the coronavirus situation, the number of person-years and, consequently, personnel costs decreased.

tion with the occupational health service. The questionnaire helped to determine the level of well-being of the
personnel during the challenging corona year.

The number of absences due to illness was 10 (9) days/
person. The corresponding number of absences for all
wage earners in Finland was 9,5 days (Statistics Finland,
2019). Well-being at work was a strategic focus for the
years 2019–2020. In 2019, the personnel participated in
a well-being at work survey that served as the basis for
wellness training provided to managers and employees.
The training sessions for spring 2020 were postponed to
be held in 2021. The well-being at work survey will be
conducted again following the training sessions to compare the results to the earlier survey. In autumn 2020,
the personnel were also requested to complete an occupational health questionnaire put together in co-opera-

The coronavirus situation also had a considerable impact on the number of organised training opportunities.
The most significant training included the ‘Puhe-Judo’
(verbal Judo) course for those working in customer
services and the ‘Remote work management’ training
for managers. Part of the training was postponed until
2021. In addition to the further and refresher training
of the individual units, Heureka also continued to provide its one-hour Friday seminars to the entire personnel. Most of these seminars were held through a remote
connection. These events are an important channel for
internal communication and training. A total of 31 Friday seminars were organised in 2020.

HEUREKA’S
ORGANISATION
Heureka´s
organisation
October 22, 2020

Due to the coronavirus situation, all volunteer activities ceased in March. Early in the year, a total of 49 volunteers participated in Heureka activities. Prior to the
shutdown, the volunteers managed to complete a total
of 1,331 (5,646) volunteer hours. The activities will be
reinitiated as soon as the coronavirus situation allows.

at the end of 2020
Heureka Overseas
Productions Ltd Oy

CEO
Mikko Myllykoski

Partnerships
Partnership Specialist
Mirva Norén-Sluijter
Deputy CEO
Ari Kurenmaa

Heureka Shop
Managing Director
Päivi Astrén

Director of
Communications
and Services
Heli Ainoa

Administration
Head of Administration
Tiina Jokio

Inspiration
Head of Inspiration
Pia Mäkelä

Programme Production
Head of Programme Production
Jutta Kujasalo

IT
Head of IT
Roger Sandell

Planning and Design
Head of Exhibitions
Carina Jaatinen
Production
Head of Production
Jussi Sava
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Aalto University
Central Organisation of
Finnish Trade Unions City of Vantaa
Confederation of Finnish Industries, EK
Federation of Finnish Learned Societies

Ministry of Education and Culture
Ministry of Employment and the Economy
Ministry of Finance
Trade Union of Education in Finland
University of Helsinki

Board of the Finnish Science Centre Foundation in 2020
Kimmo Kiljunen
Chairman
Susanna Blomqvist
Markku Kuula
Sari Lindblom (Vice Chairman)
Anniina Pylsy

Lea Ryynänen-Karjalainen
Samuli Siltanen
Vesa Välimäki
Riikka Åstrand

Delegation of the Finnish Science Centre Foundation in 2020
Kaarle Hämeri
Chairman
Juha Antila
Tiina Hanhike
Riikka Heikinheimo
Vesa Heiska
Ilari Hetemäki
Laura Häggblom
Kirsi Jääskeläinen
Riitta Juntunen
Anneli Karhunen
(Vice Chairman)

Mervi Karikorpi
Kari Kinnunen
Ari Koskinen
Kaarlo Kähärä
Sirpa Lahti
Markku Leskelä
Tapio Lokki
Ulla Länsiharju
Jouko Narikka
Yrjö Neuvo

Varpu Peltonen
Pasi Pesonen
Pekka Pihola
Mirkka Raninen
Iida Rekunen
Marja-Liisa Riekkola
Heikki Sipiläinen
Carl-Georg Träskman
Matti Virkkunen

Heureka’s honorary members 1989–2020
Eeva Ahtisaari
Kalevi Alén
Kaarina Dromberg
Jan Fast
Leif Fast
Paul Fogelberg
Jarkko Hautamäki
Erkki Huurtamo
Jouko Joensuu
Matti Karjalainen
Toivo Katila

Timothy Kopra
Erkki Kurenniemi
Lauri Lairala
Olli Lehto
Martti Lipponen
Olli Lokki
Tapio Markkanen
Hannu I. Miettinen
Carl G. Nordman
Heikki Oja
Ernst Palmén

Simo Parpola
Per-Edvin Persson
Maija Pohjakallio
Yrjö Pessi
Harry Pyykkö
Timo Relander
Päivi Setälä
Riitta Uosukainen
Paavo Uronen
Matti Virtanen
Johan Wrede

Customer Services
Head of Customer Services
Tiina Brunetto
Sales and Marketing
Head of Sales and Marketing
Vesa Kuokkala
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The key figures

Finances
Heureka is run by the Finnish Science Centre Foundation. The support pillars of the Foundation’s funding
include the subsidy for operational costs from the City
of Vantaa and the general subsidy from the Ministry
of Education and Culture. Vantaa’s subsidy was nearly
3.6 million euro and the general subsidy of the Ministry was more than 2.6 million euro. Admission fees
provide the key revenue from the Foundation’s own
operations. Other important sources of our own revenue include partnership proceeds, rental fees and science camps and clubs. In addition, the research information provided by the science community and the
support offered by companies are of vital importance
to Heureka’s operations. Although the value of these
activities is significant, they are not included (in monetary terms) in Heureka’s financial statements.
The revenue from our own operations was half of that
of the previous year. This cut was due to the coronavirus situation and the fact that 2019 was a very
successful year. The share of revenue from our own
operations dropped to 34 per cent of the overall revenue. Admission fees provided for only 21 per cent of
the overall operational funding. The average admis-

sion fee income per visitor increased by 3 per cent to
11.58 euro. The decrease in the number of visitors also
decreased Heureka’s rental income. Partnership proceeds, however, increased from the previous year.
Despite the impacts of the pandemic, the Foundation
managed to avoid a deficit. This was affected significantly by enacted measures, of which some had a
tangible impact on the personnel as well. Also, the
success achieved by Heureka prior to the escalation
of the coronavirus situation facilitated our ability to
maintain a financial balance. The equity share of the
balance sheet total strengthened and was 49% (41%).
The Foundation remains debt free. The amount invested was also reduced during the year, and the total
invested was 0.3 million euro. Our equity and cash reserve situation will also help to carry us through the
next year, which is continuing to be hampered by the
coronavirus pandemic.
The firm of authorised public accountants (KHT)
BDO Oy served as auditors for the Finnish Science
Centre Foundation, with Pertti Hiltunen, KHT, as the
responsible auditor.

The key figures concerning activities are determined by the Letter of Intent between Heureka, the Ministry of Education and Culture and the City of Vantaa for the purpose of ensuring Heureka’s activities. The key figures have
been calculated as three-year averages. The target level is shown in brackets.

The key figures concerning activities
1. Number of visitors to Heureka (>300,000)
2. Number of school visitors (> 55,000)

2018–2020
273,313
41,348

3. Level of recommendation in visitor profile studies (> 82 %)

91

4. Visitors from outside of the Helsinki metropolitan area (> 50 %)

56

5. Visitors per full-time equivalent (> 3,500)
6. Share of earned financing (> 43 %)
7. Financial result (> 0 euroa)
8. Solvency ratio (> 20 %)
9. Targeted external funding
   (> 500,000 euro/year entered into accounts)
10. Total turnover of subsidiaries (> 2,2 million euro)

3,620
42
499,525
40
814,743
2,092,137

Heureka’s Financial Structure in 2020
Income from operations
Admission income

%

1,960,414.58

20,7 %

176,830.75

1,9 %

Corporate co-operation

349,400.00

3,7 %

Targeted income

407,559.00

4,3 %

Export income

70,635.26

0,7 %

Other income

231,646.94

2,5 %

3,196,486.53

33,8 %

Facility rentals

Total

Subsidies for operations
Ministry of Education and Culture

€

%

2,660,000.00

28,2 %

City of Vantaa

3,593,973.52

38,0 %

Total

6,253,973.52

66,2 %

9 450 460,05

100 %

Funding total
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€
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Profit and loss statement
2020

2019

1,960,414.58

4,730,124.85

176,830.75

577,787.75

349,400.00

225,640.00

559,213.75

955,883.76

3,045,859.08

6,489,436.36

-1,884,546.70

-2,648,811.78

-585,505.88

-798,392.84

Programme production

-721,496.58

-1,084,630.23

Sales and marketing

-772,277.66

-1,027,044.25

-263,589.07

-454,340.13

-478,827.21

-675,260.66

Rental income
Corporate co-operation income
Other operating income
Total income

Expenses
Exhibitions and planning
Production

Customer service
Inspiration
IT

-349,151.30

-380,203.84
-1,321,366.73

-2,534,369.45

-2,735,782.68

-79,029.54

-59,570.86

-352,444.20

-338,055.90

Total expenses

-9,194,694.90

-11,523,459.90

Deficit

-6,148,835.82

-5,034,023.54

Real estate and park
Export expenses
Depreciations

31.12.2019

601,409.50

568,292.13

1,225,281.26

1,329,704.19

242,739.10

242,739.10

2,069,429.86

2,140,735.42

Long-term receivables

150,000.00

0.00

Short-term receivables

519,010.63

621,831.48

1,683,384.14

1,894,162.86

2,352,394.77

2,515,994.34

4,421,824.63

4,656,729.76

2,165,308.88

1,917,422.29

2,256,515.75

2,739,307.47

4,421,824.63

4,656,729.76

Non-current assets
Establishment expenses
Tangible assets
Shares and participations
Non-current assets

Current assets

-1,173,457.31

Directors and administration

31.12.2020

Assets

Income
Admission income

Balance sheet

Cash and equivalents
Current assets

Assets

Equity and liabilities
Capital and reserves

Liabilities
Financial income and expenses
Operating deficit

142 748,89

-11,617.17

-6 006 086,93

-5,045,640.71

Short-term liabilities

Equity and liabilities
Subsidies
Government subsidies

2,643,000.00

City of Vantaa

3,593,973.52

3,561,412.80

Total subsidies

6,253,973.52

6,204,412.80

247,886.59

1,158,772.09

Surplus/Deficit for the period
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2,660,000.00
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Partners and support
Heureka engages in long-term co-operation with multiple organisations. Heureka’s partners are an invaluable source of both funding and expertise. The partners
also play a key role as channels that support science
communications. Heureka also actively co-operates
with socially responsible organisations that share an
interest in science and want to do their part to support
the building of science capital, and promotion of science education and communications.
In 2020, Heureka created new partnership models, the
most important of which is participation in impact programmes. These are multi-year programmes through
which partners can support the diverse content of
the science centre. Typically, an impact programme
comprises a science centre exhibition in addition to
events for the public and for stakeholders, learning
materials and workshops, and various communication
activities. Impact programme partners have the possibility to participate in Heureka’s partnership forum
to brainstorm ideas about the impact programme, and
share their expertise in a particular area of science or
technology. Partnerships formed under the new model
were established during 2020, particularly for the impact programme related to artificial intelligence and
robotics. The results of the programme will be published for the public during the spring of 2022.

In June 2020, Heureka opened its Wild Wild Wood
exhibition, whose partners and brainstorming participants include the Ministry of the Environment,
the Finnish Forest Foundation, the Federation of the
Finnish Woodworking Industries, Metsä Wood, Stora
Enso, UPM Plywood, Versowood, Isku and Novart.
The co-operative partner for the Secret of the Gut exhibition, which opened in October, is Biocodex. Additionally, Heureka’s Event Square highlighted domestic
food production with the From Field to Space exhibition, created collaboratively with partners Vaasan Oy,
Valio Oy, Finnish Society for Food Education (Ruukku), Lantmännen Agro, Natural Resources Institute
Finland (Luke), Kotitalousopettajien liitto (Union of
Home Economics Teachers), ProAgria, ELO Foundation for the Promotion of Finnish Food Culture and
Lantmännen Unibake. The renewal of the Science On
a Sphere exhibit and, in particular, the development of
its presentation content was continued with the support of Vaisala.
In addition to the aforementioned, Heureka also collaborated with multiple other companies and organisations. Long-term partners include Linde (formerly
AGA), the Mint of Finland and Vaisala.

Support for Heureka provided by different organisations 2016–2020

Biocodex Oy

Novart Oy

Center for Electrical Engineering and
Energy Efficiency STEK

Oy Essity Finland Ab

Finnish Brain Association

Puutuoteteollisuus ry
(Federation of the Finnish
Woodworking Industries)

Finnish National Agency for Education

S-market/HOK-Elanto

Finnish Red Cross

Sappi Finland

Helsinki Region Environmental Services
HSY

Sinelli Oy

Henry Ford Foundation

Stora Enso Oyj

Isku Oy

Stora Enso Wood Products Oy Ltd

Janssen-Cilag Oy

Strategic Research Council (SRC)

Jenny and Antti Wihuri Foundation
Jujo Thermal Ltd

Svenska kulturfonden
(Swedish Cultural Foundation in Finland)

KOKO
(Unemployment Fund for Highly Educated)

TEK Academic Engineers and
Architects in Finland

Kontram Oy

The Finnish Forest Foundation

Linde plc (AGA)

The Finnish Innovation Fund Sitra

Maa- ja vesitekniikan tuki ry

The Finnish National Rescue Association
(SPEK)

Elgood Oy

Metsä Board Corporation

1 M€

Metsä Fibre Oy

900 t€

Metsäteollisuus ry

800 t€

Metsä Wood

700 t€

Ministry of Education and Culture

600 t€

Ministry of the Environment

500 t€

Mint of Finland Ltd
National Emergency Supply Agency

400 t€

Neste

300 t€

Stiftelsen Brita Maria Renlunds minne

Tieteen tiedotus ry
UPM-Kymmene Corporation
UPM Plywood
Vaasan Ltd
Vaisala Oyj
Valio Oy
Vapo Group
Versowood Group

Foundations and
others.

200 t€
100 t€

Corporate
co-operation
2016
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The following companies and organisations
supported the operation of Heureka in 2020

2017

2018

2019

2020
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Kiinteistö Oy
Tiedepuisto

Science Shop
Magneetti Ltd

The Heureka property is owned by the real estate
company Kiinteistö Oy Tiedepuisto, which is wholly
owned by the City of Vantaa. The renovations of the
property continued during 2020. The renovation of
the ventilation system was initiated. The work will
continue during autumn 2021 and will last until early 2022. The tiling of the upper yard of Science Park
Galilei was completed during the spring. Renovations
were completed on the last of the office facilities during the autumn. The original lighting, electricity and
automation systems were renewed, and this work will
continue during 2021.

The Science Shop Magneetti, owned by the Finnish
Science Centre Foundation, operates as an essential
part of Heureka’s service concept. During 2020, the
company had shop facilities operating under the name
Heureka Shop at the science centre itself and at the
Kamppi Shopping Centre in central Helsinki. In addition to the shops, the company has an online shop
located at heurekashop.fi.
The shops in Iso Omena shopping centre and Amos Rex
were closed at the end of the lease period in early 2020.
The commercial space in the REDI shopping centre is
still leased by the company, but the shop was closed for
the entire year due to the minimal number of customers.
The turnover of the Science Shop Magneetti totalled 0,8
million euro in 2020. This marked a decrease of 62%
from the previous year. As a result of the corona pandemic, the company’s shops were closed entirely during
the spring and the personnel were laid off for a fixed
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period. The pandemic affected the company’s business
activities throughout the entire end of the year, thereby
closing the Heureka Shop once again in December.
Since the normal shop activities were unable to take
place, the company invested strongly in its online shop.
Systematic user analyses were conducted between
March and December in co-operation with Crazy Diamonds Oy. The online shop was developed to be more
customer-friendly with the addition of, for example,
payment and delivery options, gift cards and packaging options. The sales from the online shop tripled
during the year.
New modes of operation were tested, including Heureka Shop’s online sale of tool kits for Heureka’s remote
science camps and the possibility to book a time to
shop privately during times when the physical shops
were closed to the public. Both tests proved to be successful and will be continued during 2021.
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Heureka Overseas
Productions Ltd Oy
The affiliated company, Heureka Overseas Productions
Ltd Oy (HOP), owned by the Finnish Science Centre
Foundation, supports the activities of the Foundation
by renting and selling Heureka’s exhibitions and individual exhibits, as well as by selling programme and
consultation services. In 2020, the company’s turnover
totalled about EUR 0.4 million. Through HOP’s activities, approximately 133,000 visitors were able to view
Heureka’s exhibitions abroad during 2020.
Heureka’s own Mind Your Brain! exhibition was leased to the Experimenta science centre in Germany,
where it opened at the end of October. Soon after the
exhibition opened, the science centre was forced to
close due to the corona pandemic, so a greater number of visitors will have the possibility to see the exhibition during 2021.
Heureka’s own exhibition, 20X0 – A Journey into the
Future, which was sold in 2018 to the National Science Museum in Thailand, continued to be on display in
Thailand. Heureka’s own Going Underground exhibition, which was sold to the Czech Republic in 2014,
continued to be on display there.

The Heureka Goes Crazy exhibition continued its
North American tour under the name Mental Health:
Mind Matters. During 2020, the exhibition was on
display at the Museum of Discovery in Colorado. Due
to the corona pandemic, the scheduled appearances at
other science centres were cancelled.

Number of visitors to leased and sold exhibitions in 2020
(total 573,868 visitors)

Going
Underground
Techmania Science Center
Plzen, Czech Republic

The concept for the Seven Siblings from the Future exhibition was sold in 2019 to the MOD Museum of Discovery in Australia, which adapted the exhibition’s story
and characters to reflect the future of a drought-stricken
Australia in the year 2050. The exhibition was on display at the Museum until 17 November 2020, but because
of the corona pandemic and the resulting closure of the
Museum, the exhibition was made accessible digitally
via MOD’s website starting on 1 December 2020. The
exhibition was honoured as being Highly Commended
in the temporary exhibition category of the Museums
and Galleries National Awards in Australia.
During 2020, HOP provided consultation and arranged
workshops for eight different cultural, science centre or
museum industry actors in Finland (5) and abroad (3).

1 Jan. – 31 Dec. 2020
58 116 visitors
Own production

20X0
– A Journey into the Future
National Science Museum ja
Rangsit Science Centre
for Educati0n
Thailand
1 Jan. – 31 Dec. 2020

Mind Your Brain!

Tot. 21 236 visitors
Own production

Experimenta
Heilbronn, Germany
24 Oct. – 31 Oct. 2020
4 800 visitors
Own production

Heureka
Goes Crazy
Mental Health: Mind Matters
Museum of Discovery

Seven Siblings
from the Future
(concept)

Museum of Discovery MOD.
Adelaide, Australia

Fort Collins, Colorado

1 Jan. – 17 Nov. 2020
40 788 visitors

3 Oct. 2020 – 10 Jan. 2021

Own production

8 086 visitors
Own production
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Cube
Hall

Picnic Area

Project Rooms WC

Aha!
Workshop

Laboratory Laboratory
Core
Cell

Heureka
Classics

Basketball Rats
Science Theatre

Event Square

Vaulted
Hall

Idea
Workshop
Planetarium
Main Exhibition
Info
Conference Rooms
Alfa, Beta and Gamma
Science
Restaurant
Cloakroom

Heureka
Shop

WC

Auditorium

Science Park
Galilei

Heureka, the Finnish Science Centre
Tikkurila | P.O. Box 166 | FI-01301 Vantaa
Tel. +358 9 85799
info@heureka.fi | www.heureka.fi

